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ABSTRACT
To ensure secure and trustworthy execution of applications in po-
tentially insecure environments, vendors frequently embed trusted
execution environments (TEE) into their systems. Applications ex-
ecuted in this safe, isolated space are protected from adversaries,
including a malicious operating system. TEEs are usually build
by integrating protection mechanisms directly into the processor
or by using dedicated external secure elements. However, both
of these approaches only cover a narrow threat model resulting
in limited security guarantees. Enclaves nested into the applica-
tion processor typically provide weak isolation between the secure
and non-secure domain, especially when considering side-channel
attacks. Although external secure elements do provide strong isola-
tion, the slow communication interface to the application processor
is exposed to adversaries and restricts the use cases. Independently
of the used implementation approach, TEEs often lack the possi-
bility to establish secure communication to external peripherals,
and most operating systems executed inside TEEs do not provide
state-of-the-art defense strategies, making them vulnerable against
various attacks.

We argue that TEEs, such as Intel SGX or ARM TrustZone, imple-
mented on the main application processor, are insecure, especially
when considering side-channel attacks. In this paper, we demon-
strate how a heterogeneous multicore architecture can be utilized
to realize a secure TEE design. We directly embed a secure pro-
cessor into our HECTOR-V architecture to provide strong isolation
between the secure and non-secure domain. The tight coupling of
the TEE and the application processor enables HECTOR-V to pro-
vide mechanisms for establishing secure communication channels
between different devices. We further introduce RISC-V Secure Co-
Processor (RVSCP), a security-hardened processor tailored for TEEs.
To secure applications executed inside the TEE, RVSCP provides
hardware enforced control-flow integrity and rigorously restricts
I/O accesses to certain execution states. RVSCP reduces the trusted
computing base to a minimum by providing operating system ser-
vices directly in hardware.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the growing demand for complex IT applications, such as
autonomous driving or smart city infrastructures, software com-
plexity increases steadily. The codebase of the Linux kernel, for
example, increases by 250k lines of code (LOC) each year, reaching
27.8M LOC in 2020 [12]. This is challenging because one can expect
roughly 1 to 25 bugs in 1,000 lines of code [41]. While not all of
these bugs might be exploitable by an attacker, a growing codebase
complexity clearly leads to a larger attack surface.

One strategy to deal with the growing complexity and meet se-
curity goals is to isolate all security critical applications using a
trusted execution environment (TEE) [23]. A TEE establishes a se-
cure execution environment by creating a safe, isolated space using
hardware and software primitives [24]. Most TEE threat models
consider a powerful adversary controlling user space applications,
the operating system, or even the hypervisor, trying to influence the
execution of applications in the trusted environment. To achieve
the protection needed for this threat model, TEEs require strong
isolation between the TEE and the so-called rich execution envi-
ronment (REE).

The powerful concept of shifting security critical applications
into a trusted execution environment is already adapted by major
vendors like Intel, ARM, and Apple. One of the most common
TEE design approaches is to create a virtual secure processor in
the main application processor by using hardware extensions. Intel
SGX [20] and ARMTrustZone [7] take this approach. Contradictory
to embedding the TEE tightly into the CPU, Google’s Titan [34] and
Apple’s T2 [3] implements a secure element by externally mounting
a dedicated security processor next to the main CPU. However,
both TEE design approaches yield different weaknesses. Several
recent attacks [13, 14, 17, 28, 29, 37, 49, 54, 66] showed that the
isolation of TrustZone and SGX can be bypassed by mounting cache
or transient-based side-channel attacks. While dedicated secure
elements provide strong isolation between REE and TEE, Google’s
Titan, e.g., uses a slow SPI connection for communication between
the two domains limiting potential use cases. Furthermore, this
off-chip communication fabric between REE and TEE is physically
exposed to an attacker, making it vulnerable against probing attacks.

Independently of the used TEE design approach, typical TEE im-
plementations offer several weaknesses. First, although a security
breach within the TEE is fatal, operating systems deployed in the



secure environment surprisingly do not offer state-of-the-art pro-
tection mechanisms like ASLR, guard pages, or stack cookies [15].
Second, most TEEs do not provide architectural features to establish
secure communication with I/O devices. The lack of trusted I/O
paths in TEE systems is critical because secrets shared between
user and TEE are unprotected.

With the Intel Lakefield architecture [35] and an AMD patent [42],
major vendors recently announced to introduce heterogeneous
multi-core architectures in upcoming processor designs. While the
approach of tightly coupling different processor cores on one chip
to balance power and energy efficiency is already used by ARM’s
big.LITTLE technology [6] in mobile platforms, Intel and AMD are
planning to introduce this concept in forthcoming computer archi-
tectures. This design strategy raises the following research question:
RQ1: "Can the tight coupling of distinct processor cores on a SoC be
used to increase the security of trusted execution environments?"

Contribution
In this paper, we introduce HECTOR-V, a design methodology uti-
lizing a heterogeneous multi-core architecture to develop secure
trusted execution environments. HECTOR-V achieves strong isola-
tion between the secure and non-secure domain and provides pro-
tection for various side-channel attacks, such as cache and transient-
based attacks, by using a distinct processor of the heterogeneous
core cluster for the secure environment. The tight coupling of TEE
and REE in the shared SoC infrastructure yields several advan-
tages. In the HECTOR-V architecture, the application processor and
TEE are connected through a communication fabric, enabling a
high-speed link between the two processors. Additionally, since
the TEE is embedded into the SoC, all peripherals integrated into
the system are also available for the secure environment. To man-
age peripheral sharing and protect peripherals from unauthorized
accesses, HECTOR-V further introduces a secure I/O path concept.
The identifier-based strategy deeply nested into the communica-
tion fabric and the peripherals allows a fine granular protection of
the attached peripherals. In HECTOR-V, the access permission man-
agement is implemented using a hardware-based security monitor.
While the security monitor owner can configure a set of access
permissions, the other parties in the system can request access to
certain peripherals by consulting the security monitor. We further
extend this mechanism to dynamically grant and deny access to
certain peripherals by introducing the concept of security monitor
ownership transfer. To enable various use cases, the owner of the
security monitor dynamically can transfer the ownership to other
parties.

Furthermore, we introduce RVSCP, a security-hardened RISC-V
processor tailored for being used as a TEE. Although the HECTOR-V
architecture is generic and independent of the used TEE processor,
we show that RVSCP further increases the TEE security by utilizing
features of HECTOR-V. RVSCP isolates applications within the trusted
execution environment by enforcing the integrity of the control-
flow. We combine the control-flow information with the secure
I/O mechanism to only grant access to certain peripherals when
reaching a predefined control-flow state. To reduce the trusted
computing base and therefore the attack surface to a minimum,

RVSCP implements operating system features, such as multitasking,
directly in hardware.

We demonstrate the HECTOR-V concept by introducing a het-
erogeneous multi-core architecture for RISC-V. We embedded a
RISC-V processor with a control-flow integrity protection unit into
the HECTOR-V architecture. To verify the functionality of HECTOR-V
and RVSCP design approaches, we use secure boot as a prototype
application on our FPGA implementation. In summary, our contri-
butions are:
HECTOR-V, a design methodology for developing secure TEEs.
HECTOR-V utilizes a heterogeneousmulti-core architecture to realize
a secure trusted execution environment. The architecture includes
a configurable security monitor managing access permissions to
specific peripherals. This mechanism allows the system to estab-
lish secure communication channels between peripherals, users,
and the processor cores. The dynamic transfer of security monitor
ownership enables the HECTOR-V architecture to realize several use
cases, such as secure boot or executing trusted applications.
RVSCP, a security-hardened processor integrated into the HECTOR-V
architecture. RVSCP protects applications within the TEE by using a
control-flow integrity protection unit and combines this mechanism
with the peripheral access protection offered by HECTOR-V. The
secure processor provides operating system features in hardware
to minimize the trusted computing base.

2 BACKGROUND
To protect the processing of sensitive data, such as biometric data or
cryptographic keys in an untrusted environment, trusted execution
environments (TEE) are used. These secure environments, mostly
used in mobile platforms and cloud computing, comprise a combina-
tion of hardware and software features, the trusted computing base
(TCB), which needs to be trusted by the system [23]. A TEE guar-
antees the secure execution of trusted applications, the trustlets,
even when considering a malicious operating system running in
the rich execution environment (REE). This feature can either be
realized with a virtual processor approach, using an external secure
processor, or embedding a secure processor into the SoC.

2.1 ARM TrustZone
ARM TrustZone [7] is a TEE mostly used in mobile platforms.
TrustZone protects trustlets executed inside the TEE from mali-
cious accesses and tampering approaches, even from the operating
system [45]. Due to the massive deployment of ARM cores in An-
droid phones, TrustZone is commonly used by vendors, such as
Samsung with KNOX [46], to provide secure key storage and pay-
ment. The strong isolation of TrustZone is achieved by partitioning
the system into a secure and non-secure world using hardware
extensions. TrustZone enforces this separation by introducing a
non-secure (NS) bit directly into the bus architecture. This bit in-
dicates, in which domain the cache, the TrustZone Address Space
Controller (TZASC), and other peripherals are working and pro-
tects secure world devices from non-secure world accesses [44].
Secure communication between the two domains and the handling
of context switches, interrupts, and exceptions are managed by the
security monitor. Since the rigorous segregation between the two
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security domains is enforced for all SoC components, one physi-
cal TrustZone core operates like two virtual cores [63]. To deploy
multiple trusted applications in the trusted execution environment,
usually, an operating system is mounted in the secure environment.
Trusty [27], which is used in Android devices supporting Trust-
Zone, consists of a small kernel and provides a communication
interface to the non-secure world. Trusted applications, such as key
storage and fingerprint processing, are directly integrated into the
kernel by the device vendor. Deploying third-party applications is
currently not supported by Trusty. Other small footprint operating
systems deployed in TrustZone assisted TEEs are the open-source
OP-TEE [25] OS developed by Linaro or Qualcomm’s QSEE.
Security of TrustZone. The main idea of a TEE is to reduce the
trusted computing base to a minimum. Kernels deployed in ARM
TrustZone comply with this requirement by only providing a small
set of operating system services. Although applications executed
in the TEE require strong isolation between the trustlets, operating
systems like Trusty and OP-TEE fail to provide state-of-the-art
protection mechanisms like ASLR or stack cookies [15]. Due to the
insufficient protection of applications executed in the TEE, several
attacks, like the Qualcomm QSEE attack [10] were discovered in
the past. In this particular attack, an adversary could gain remote
code execution by exploiting a single buffer overflow vulnerability
in a trustlet. These attacks are critical because they threaten not
only the security of the TEE but also the security of the REE. Since
Qualcomm’s QEE allows the TEE to modify arbitrary memory,
an attacker easily could obtain control over the Android system
executed in the REE [11]. However, not only the lack of conventional
security concepts in TEE kernels is problematic, but TrustZone also
is vulnerable against various side-channel attacks. CLKSCREW [51]
utilizes the DVFS energy management technique to perform a fault
attack retrieving secret keys from the TEE or deploying malicious
code. Although TrustZone separates the cache between the secure
and non-secure world, past research demonstrated several cache
attacks [29, 37, 66].

2.2 Intel SGX
Intel SGX [20] provides hardware-based isolation for enclaves by
introducing a set of dedicated instructions embedded into the mi-
croarchitecture of the CPU. The threat model covers potentially ma-
licious user applications, the operating system, and the hypervisor
and protects the enclave content from unauthorized accesses [21].
To verify the program loaded into the enclave by untrusted parties,
Intel SGX offers a software attestation service. SGX preserves con-
fidentiality and integrity of external memory by using transparent
memory encryption [30].
Security of SGX. Although SGX provides protection against phys-
ical attackers targeting the external memory, Intel explicitly ex-
cludes side-channel attacks in their threat model and recommends
developers to prevent such attacks at enclave level [32]. Past re-
search showed that SGX is vulnerable against cache attacks [13, 28,
49], transient attacks [14, 17, 54], and fault attacks such as Plun-
dervolt [43]. In addition to side-channel attacks, trustlets in Intel
SGX are also vulnerable against classical software attacks, such
as memory vulnerabilities [19, 36, 57]. Furthermore, SGX does not

natively provide secure I/O interaction; it requires additional tech-
niques, such as SGXIO [58], to establish secure communication
with peripherals.

2.3 Google Titan
Google Titan [34] is a secure element providing a hardware-based
root of trust for cloud computing. To mitigate attacks against the
integrity of the basic firmware or the operating system, Google
uses Titan to verify the boot process on server platforms [26]. Titan
internally stores signatures of the boot files and uses cryptographic
accelerators to verify the loaded boot images. In addition, Titan also
provides several cryptographic services to the main CPU. The dedi-
cated chip is mounted next to the main application processor and
establishes communication over a slow SPI interconnect. Google
currently announced to use the open-source version OpenTitan [39]
in the next Titan generations. Similarly, OpenTitan consists of a
small RISC-V processor and several cryptographic hardware ac-
celerators. A smaller version of the Titan, the Titan-M, is used by
Google in current Pixel phones.

2.4 Apple Secure Enclave Processor
Apple’s Secure Enclave Processor (SEP) [31], which was introduced
with the iPhone 5s, is a dedicated ARM secure coprocessor directly
embedded into the main SoC. Similar to ARM TrustZone in mo-
bile platforms, SEP is mainly used to store keys and enable secure
processing of biometric data [4]. SEP, which runs the L4-based
SEPOS, fully controls several dedicated secure peripherals, such
as cryptographic accelerators, and shares other peripherals on the
SoC with the application processor. The memory controller allows
the secure coprocessor to define isolated memory regions in the
main memory. To enable communication between the main applica-
tion processor and SEP, a mailbox system is used. Since the secure
enclave processor also contains a key and signature storage, SEP is
also used to verify the boot process of the application processor.
Security of SEP. Although SEP and SEPOS implement basic pro-
tection mechanisms like stack cookies, guard pages, and memory
encryption, state-of-the-art defense strategies such as ASLR are still
missing [40]. In contrast to ARM TrustZone, peripherals are either
exclusively owned by SEP or are shared, like the power manager or
the PLL clock generator. This makes SEP possibly vulnerable against
attacks similar to CLKSCREW [51]. Additionally, the decryption
keys for some SEP implementations were already leaked [33].

3 THREAT MODEL
Our threat model considers the common attack scenarios on TEEs
defined by Cerdeira et al. [15]. We are considering an attacker
directly exploiting architectural weaknesses of the TEE and the
TEE kernel. Here an adversary uses a combination of bugs in the
kernel, flaws in the hardware protection mechanism, and missing
state-of-the-art defense strategies, such as ASLR or guard pages, to
compromise the system. Furthermore, we expect bugs in trustlets,
which can be exploited by an attacker over the communication in-
terface between REE and TEE. The security of applications in REE or
TEE also can be threatened by using cache-based or transient-based
side-channel attacks. Additionally, we are considering a malicious
trustlets explicitly trying to attack the SoC. We are extending the
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Figure 1: Overall HECTOR-V design.

threat model of common TEEs also to cover attacks on peripher-
als, i.e., illegitimate accesses to secure storage elements, sensitive
peripherals such as a fingerprint reader or SPI [1], or protectedmem-
ory regions. In summary, we expect a powerful attacker having full
control over user applications, the operating system, trustlets, or
even the hypervisor executed on the application processor.

4 DESIGN
This section presents our secure TEE design approach consisting of
the HECTOR-V architecture and the secure processor RVSCP. We first
introduce HECTOR-V consisting of several architectural features,
such as trusted I/O paths, a security monitor, and a secure TEE
integration. Then, we introduce RVSCP, a concrete proposal for a
secure processor used as a TEE and demonstrate, how RVSCP and
HECTOR-V combined, form a secure TEE system. In Section 5, we
then demonstrate a prototype of HECTOR-V and RVSCP integrated
into our RISC-V base platform, the lowRISC chip.

4.1 HECTOR-V Design
The HECTOR-V design proposes architectural features for creating
secure TEEs. As seen in Figure 1, the TEE in HECTOR-V is realized
by mounting a secure processor directly into the main SoC. This
approach is similar to ARM’s big.LITTLE technology [6], where
independent cores are embedded into the chip. However, instead
of using the additional cores for power efficiency, HECTOR-V uses
the dedicated processor for security purposes. Although placing a
secure processor directly into the SoC increases the area overhead,
we argue that this approach is feasible. First, we contend that offer-
ing strong isolation between secure and non-secure domain only is
possible with a dedicated secure processor for the TEE. This design
choice completely separates the instruction pipelines and caches of
the cores, resulting in an independent execution flow of REE and
TEE applications. Second, services deployed on TEE processors,
such as applications handling banking information or processing
passwords, are typically rather small. This constrained processing
requirement allow us to deploy a tiny secure processor. Therefore,
when comparing the TEE processor with a state-of-the-art multi-
core processor, the area overhead is negligible.

While integrating a dedicated secure processor into the SoC
infrastructure is straightforward, a secure and viable TEE system
requires to establish communication channels between REE and
TEE, as well as for peripherals enabling user I/O. In the remaining

part of this section, we introduce our trusted I/O path design uti-
lizing a hardware-based security monitor and elaborate how these
concepts allow REE and TEE to share devices on the SoC and realize
features, such as secure storage elements.

4.1.1 Trusted I/O Paths. The trusted I/O path mechanism is the
central element of the HECTOR-V architecture. This concept al-
lows HECTOR-V to securely share devices on the SoC, establish
secure communication channels between external users and the
TEE or REE, and implement concepts, like secure storage elements.
HECTOR-V establishes trusted I/O paths by assigning an unique iden-
tifier to each party of the system, i.e., the processor cores. When
accessing a device, like the SD-card or the block RAM (BRAM), the
peripheral uses an internal mechanism to verify the identifier. This
strategy allows the architecture to enforce access permissions, such
as the fingerprint reader only can be accessed by the TEE.
Identifier. In HECTOR-V, an identifier is used to distinguish be-
tween legitimate and illegitimate accesses to a peripheral. While
this concept is similar to ARM TrustZone [7], TrustZone only uses
a 1-bit identifier to distinguish between accesses from the secure
or non-secure world. The identifier used by our system consists
of a core identifier, a process identifier, and a peripheral identifier.
While the core identifier permanently and unchangeable is assigned
to each processing core, e.g., an identifier for the application pro-
cessor and one identifier for the secure processor, at design time,
the process and peripheral identifier can be assigned by each entity
itself.
Interconnect. To efficiently transport the identifier from the par-
ticipants to the peripherals, we integrate the identifier directly into
the system interconnect. The AMBA AXI4 [5] protocol, which is
used as interconnect by our lowRISC base platform and many other
SoC designs, allows to embed up to 1024-bits wide user-defined
signals into the protocol. By embedding the identifier into the user-
defined signals, which are not used by most AXI devices, the identi-
fier is transported without any protocol overhead. Additionally, this
approach assures that the identifier is sent along with the address
and data on each AXI request. Since the core identifier is hardcoded
directly into the the interconnect interface of the participants, an
attacker can not change this identifier from software.
Peripherals. HECTOR-V creates a trusted channel between an en-
tity, e.g., the application or the secure processor, and a peripheral
by enforcing the identifier-based access check directly in hard-
ware at the peripheral driver. The peripherals, e.g., the hardware
implementation of the SD-card controller or the BRAM, use the
identifier to filter illegitimate accesses. This scheme, which requires
the peripherals to be identifier-aware, is implemented by introduc-
ing a lightweight wrapper module for each peripheral instance. In
our architecture, the peripheral wrapper module consists of two
communication channels: the data channel and the configuration
channel. The data channel interface of the peripheral wrapper is
directly connected to the AXI4 communication fabric, allowing
other parties, e.g., the secure processor, to access the peripheral.
By using the configuration channel, the configuration party can
set or unset the identifier in the ID field. In HECTOR-V, the data and
configuration channels are physically separated by introducing a
dedicated, lightweight AXI4-lite [5] communication fabric.
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When the identifier of the AXI4 communication request trans-
ported over the communication fabric matches the identifier stored
in the peripheral wrapper ID field, the access is permitted and the
request is directly forwarded to the actual peripheral driver. On an
ID mismatch, the firewall mechanism blocks the request and re-
turns an exception over the AXI4 channel, which can be processed
by the issuer. If the process or peripheral identifier is set to zero,
the peripheral wrapper ignores these ID fields.

The peripheral wrapper resides in two states: claimed or un-
claimed. While in the unclaimed state all data channel requests
are blocked, in the claimed state only the requests with the match-
ing identifier are permitted. Furthermore, we differentiate between
configurable and non-configurable peripheral wrappers. To realize
functionalities, like secure storage elements, which must not be
accessible by any party except one, non-configurable peripheral
wrappers store a hardcoded identifier, consisting of the core and
process ID, in the ID field.

4.1.2 Security Monitor. The architectural features of identifier,
identifier transportation, and peripheral firewalls are the foun-
dation for establishing trusted I/O paths on the SoC. To enforce
security policies utilizing the trusted paths, we embed a tiny se-
curity monitor into the SoC infrastructure. This hardware-based
security monitor (SM) module is responsible for managing access
permissions to peripherals. Internally, the SM consists of a table
tracking these access permissions. For each peripheral included in
the system, the security monitor maintains a table entry tracking
the state (claimed or unclaimed) and a list of identifiers allowed to
claim the device.
Security Monitor Owner. The HECTOR-V architecture introduces
the security monitor owner privilege, which is assigned to a certain
party at design time. This party solely is responsible for configuring
the security monitor. More concretely, only the SM owner is allowed
to define, which peripheral can be claimed by which participant.
The security monitor stores the identifier of the current owner and
accepts configuration commands only from this party.
Peripheral Claiming and Releasing. To access a certain periph-
eral, the requester first needs to claim the peripheral by sending a
claim request to the security monitor. Then, the SM checks, if the
peripheral currently is unclaimed and verifies that the ID of the
issuer is in the list of identifiers permitted to access the peripheral.
Finally, the security monitor sends the ID of the issuer to the periph-
eral wrapper over the AXI4-lite bus and the peripheral firewall sets
this identifier in its ID field. Now, the identifier transported in the
user-defined signals of each AXI4 request issued by the requester
matches the identifier in the ID field and the requester exclusively
can access the peripheral. However, if the requester is not allowed
to claim the peripheral, i.e., the identifier of the requester is not
in the list of privileged entities, the ID verification fails and the
security monitor sends an access denied message back to the issuer.
If the requester ID is in the table entry of the peripheral, but the
peripheral currently is claimed, the security monitor notifies the
issuer.

HECTOR-V is a cooperative scheme, meaning, the entity currently
claiming a peripheral needs to release it after using it. To release
a peripheral, the entity sends a dedicated release command to the

security monitor. The security monitor processes this request by
clearing the ID field of the peripheral wrapper.
Peripheral Access Withdraw. Claiming a peripheral and bind-
ing access exclusively to an entity is a powerful concept and estab-
lishes a trusted, secure channel between this entity and a periph-
eral, but it also can be abused. A participant, e.g., the application
processor or the secure processor, in control of an attacker, could
permanently occupy one or more peripherals resulting in a denial-
of-service (DOS) attack. To mitigate such attacks and manage un-
responsive participants, the security monitor has the capability to
withdraw access from certain peripherals. A simple approach to
implement this functionality would be to clear the ID field in the
peripheral wrapper. However, this approach is dangerous because
it could enable time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTOU) attacks.
For example, when withdrawing access to a peripheral currently
processing a secret, the SM owner would be able to retrieve the
result of the request.

To securely withdraw access to certain peripherals, HECTOR-V
introduces a withdrawing mechanism, which can be triggered by
any entity in the system. While a withdraw request issued by the
SM owner is always granted, a request from other parties first
needs to be approved by the security monitor. When a withdraw
request is retrieved by the security monitor, the SM simultaneously
starts a timer with a predefined timeout and notifies the owner of
the peripheral. The notification of the peripheral owner is realized
by introducing a dedicated interrupt line and a interrupt service
routine (ISR) provided by the processors for each peripheral. The
ISR implements a cleanup function responsible for clearing secrets,
stopping current transactions, and gracefully releasing the corre-
sponding peripheral. After the timeout is reached in the security
monitor and the peripheral is not released gracefully by the ISR,
the SM forcefully releases the peripheral by clearing the ID field in
the firewall.
Security Monitor Ownership Transfer. A significant advan-
tage of HECTOR-V, compared to other TEE architectures, is the
possibility to utilize the TEE infrastructure for various use cases.
While in TEE systems, like ARM TrustZone, one entity, e.g., the
secure-world, is the exclusive owner of the highest privilege level,
HECTOR-V introduces a dynamic ownership transfer mechanism.
The security monitor privilege, which allows the SM owner to con-
figure access privileges and release arbitrary peripherals, can be
transferred to any other entity by the SM owner. To initiate a SM
ownership transfer, the entity sends a request with the identifier
of the new owner to the security monitor. The security monitor
acknowledges this request by setting the received identifier into
the SM owner ID field. To obtain a clear state, we recommend that
the security monitor owner first releases all peripherals.

4.2 RVSCP Design
To build a secure TEE environment, a processor of the heteroge-
neous core cluster could be utilized to deploy an operating system.
This operating system then is in charge of assigning each trustlet on
the core an individual process identifier, annotate data in the cache
with the process ID, and manage accesses to peripherals. However,
deploying a fairly complex OS, which increases the TCB and the
attack surface, is contrary to the usage model of most TEEs. We
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argue that trustlets that are commonly deployed in TEEs, such as
providing an interface to a cryptographic accelerator, a key storage,
or a fingerprint sensor, do not extensively make usage of operating
system features. Therefore, we reduce the TCB of RVSCP to a mini-
mum by providing basic operating system services, such as context
switches and ID management, directly in hardware. Furthermore,
RVSCP utilizes a control-flow integrity (CFI) unit and the secure I/O
scheme of HECTOR-V to restrict access to sensitive peripherals.

4.2.1 Control-Flow Integrity. To protect a program from attacks
targeting to alter the control-flow, CFI schemes are commonly
used [52, 55, 65]. These schemes mitigate attacks like ROP [50] or
JOP [16] by ensuring that the control-flow of the program can not
escape the control-flow graph (CFG) determined at compile time.
Enforcing the integrity of the instruction stream can be realized
in different degrees of fineness. While some schemes [2, 8, 18]
preserve the correctness of the execution flow at basic block level,
other techniques [22, 60, 61] maintain the integrity of the control-
flow even at instruction granularity.
Control-Flow IntegrityUnit. RVSCP utilizes the fine-grain Sponge-
Based Control-Flow Protection (SCFP) [60] scheme to protect trustlets
within the secure processor from attack attempts. The main idea
of SCFP is to encrypt a program using a sponge-based authen-
ticated encryption primitive during compile time and decrypt it
instruction for instruction at runtime. Decryption of the individ-
ual instructions is realized using a dedicated decryption stage in
the processor pipeline. To successfully decrypt an instruction, the
pipeline stage needs to know the key and an internal state. The
SCFP scheme accumulates information over all previously executed
instructions in this state. If the integrity of the state is violated,
the decryption fails and returns a faulty instruction, which can be
detected with a certain probability by the CPU. An attacker modi-
fying instructions, e.g., using fault injection, or inserting additional
instructions, alters the state and can be detected by SCFP.

4.2.2 Hardware Scheduling. We extend the native SCFP implemen-
tation, which allows to execute a bare-metal program on a processor,
to support multitasking. One approach to enable multitasking with
CFI protected trustlets could be realized purely in software using
an operating system. However, since TEE operating systems, such
as OP-TEE [25], do not provide state-of-the-art protection mecha-
nisms, such as ASLR or guard pages, mounting an operating system
would also increase the attack surface of the TEE. Therefore, similar
to Antikernel [67], RVSCP offers hardware features to run multi-
ple trustlets on the processor and reduce the software TCB to a
minimum.
Hardware Scheduling Unit. RVSCP introduces a hardware entity
providing minimal OS functionality for trustlets. This hardware
unit is responsible for performing secure context switches between
individual trustlets in hardware. The round-robin based scheduling
mechanism internally maintains a list of trustlets and after a certain
amount of cycles executed, a context switch is conducted. When
performing a context switch, the hardware entity stops the current
trustlet, stores the architectural state to a secure place, and loads
the next architectural state of the next trustlet. Additionally, the
hardware context switch mechanism also exchanges the decryption
key used for SCFP. Using an individual key for each trustlet yields
two major advantages. First, since the programs are encrypted

with a different key, only the developer with the correct key can
access the plain program, leading to an IP protection mechanism for
trustlets. Second, using different keys for trustlets enables strong
isolation between the applications. After the context switch, the
execution is resumed and the next trustlet is executed.

While this hardware scheduling unit allows the processor to
basically consist of several virtual processor cores, only a fixed
number of trustlets can run simultaneously on the physical core.
However, since most TEEs are anyway limited in their processing
power and only a well-chosen set of trustlets is usually deployed
in TEEs by the vendor, an upper bound of processes is acceptable.
Furthermore, we argue that for simple services typically used in
mobile platforms, such as a process handling biometric data for
unlocking the device or a process handling the secure key storage,
no dedicated operating system is needed. Completely omitting the
operating system and providing operating system services using a
tiny hardware unit reduces the software TCB to a minimum and
would even allow to formally verify the simple hardware unit.

4.2.3 Control-Flow Integrity with Secure I/O. The fine granular
control-flow integrity unit embedded into the HECTOR-V architec-
ture prevents an attacker from performing control-flow hijack at-
tacks by limiting the control-flow of the program to only valid paths
through its control-flow graph. However, while the CFI scheme pro-
tects the control-flow by detecting integrity violation of forward-
and backward-edges, and thus prevents attacks such as ROP or JOP,
data-oriented attacks can not be detected by this countermeasure.
In such attacks, an adversary modifies control- or non-control re-
lated data to break the security of the system. By manipulating
control-related data, such as the condition value in an if statement,
the attacker indirectly can influence the control-flow of the pro-
gram. Furthermore, an attacker could leak sensitive data, such as
passwords or cryptographic keys, by manipulating addresses in the
system. For example, instead of returning the ciphertext over an
API to the user, an attacker could modify the address from pointing
to the location of the ciphertext in memory to the encryption key
stored in a secure storage element instead by exploiting a buffer
overflow bug.

To lower the impact of such attacks, RVSCP binds access to cer-
tain assets to a certain CFI state. More concretely, only when the
CFI protected program reaches a predefined CFI state, the program
is permitted to access the distinct peripheral. In RVSCP, this strategy
is realized by tunneling each interaction request with a peripheral
through a dedicated function with a certain state. RVSCP automati-
cally sets the peripheral identifier of the processor to the current
state. Only if this state matches the ID stored in the peripheral
wrapper, access to the device is granted. If an attacker calls the
peripheral access function outside the valid control-flow graph, the
CFI mechanism detects this violation. Additionally, if the adversary
crafts an address accessing the asset, the state used as an identifier
does not match the identifier of the peripheral and access to the
device is restricted.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we provide a prototype implementation of the
HECTOR-V architecture and the secure RVSCP processor. We first
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Figure 2: lowRISC base platform.

introduce the RISC-V lowRISC chip, which we use as our base plat-
form. Then, we extend this platform with the HECTOR-V features.
Finally, we present our RVSCP design and demonstrate how this
processor is embedded into the SoC infrastructure.

5.1 Base Platform
The prototype implementation is based on the open-source
lowRISC [38] project. Internally, the lowRISC chip consists of an
instance of the 64-bit RISC-V Rocket chip [9, 56]. The SoC, capable
of running Linux, provides an external off-chip DDR3 memory and
an on-chip BRAM. As shown in Figure 2, peripherals, such as a
SD-card controller and a SPI interface are connected over an AXI4
communication fabric with the processor core.

5.2 HECTOR-V
Figure 3 depicts the prototype implementation of the HECTOR-V
architecture. The extended lowRISC base platform consists of the
Rocket Core application processor ÷○ and the secure processor
RVSCP integrated into the TEE ï○. By providing an AXI4 master
interface 1○ 2○, REE and TEE gain access to various peripherals
over the shared communication fabric 3○. To differentiate between
REE and TEE, the immutable core identifier is directly embedded
into this AXI4 master interface. We further introduce a security
monitor �○, a memory protection unit (MPU) ○, a reset unit Ê○, and
a secure storage element ¤○ as part of the HECTOR-V architecture.
Interconnect. The SoC communication infrastructure consists of
a shared AXI4 3○ and AXI4-lite C○ interconnect. In our architecture,
the AXI4 bus is used to enable interaction between the processing
cores and the peripherals. We extended the AXI4 bus protocol and
the crossbar to transport the 16-bit user signal along with each bus
request. This user signal carries the 1-bit core identifier, the 4-bit
process identifier, and the 10-bit peripheral identifier. While com-
munication between peripherals and cores requires a high-speed
link, the configuration of the security monitor and the peripheral
wrappers only consists of small configuration commands. Hence,
we use a lightweight AXI4-lite bus as a configuration channel. The
configuration of the security monitor is realized by introducing a
point-to-point communication channel between REE and SM A○
and TEE and SM B○. By using a separate AXI4-lite interconnect C○,
the configuration of the peripheral wrappers can only be initiated
by the security monitor. This strategy ensures that neither the TEE
nor the REE directly can manipulate the peripheral firewalls; con-
figuration only can be requested over the security monitor module.
Security Monitor. To receive commands from REE and TEE, the
security monitor implements two AXI4-lite slave interfaces. The
protocol used to interact with the security monitor consists of two

privileged and four unprivileged commands. With the privileged
configuration command, the SM owner configures the table entries
of the hardware module. The table includes all peripherals known to
the SM, the current claiming status, and a list of identifiers allowed
to request access to the device. By using the privileged ownership
transfer configuration command, the SM owner can define a new
designated SM owner. The permission to issue a privileged con-
figuration command is checked by the security monitor using the
SM owner ID field stored in the SM module. The unprivileged com-
mands consist of a claiming and release request command allowing
the issuer to gain access to a peripheral. A status command can be
used to determine the permission level of the peripheral and if it is
currently claimed. To gain access to an already claimed peripheral,
the unprivileged withdraw request command can be used. While a
withdraw request issued by the SM owner is always granted, the
request of the unprivileged participant first needs to be approved.
When the withdraw request is granted, the security monitor uses
dedicated interrupt lines ○ to notify the current owner of the
peripheral about the withdraw request. For each peripheral, a ded-
icated interrupt line between SM and TEE or REE is introduced.
When the request is approved by the security monitor, the configu-
ration command is forwarded to the peripheral wrapper over the
AXI4-lite crossbar C○.
Peripheral Wrapper. An AXI4 read or write request issued by
the TEE or REE and transported over the AXI4 interconnect 3○
is not directly sent to the peripheral driver. First, a simple logic
deployed in the peripheral wrapper checks if the identifier stored
in the user signal of the AXI4 request matches the identifier stored
in the ID field of the wrapper module. When the process ID or the
peripheral ID is set to zero, the access control is only conducted
with the core ID, allowing all entities on either the TEE or REE to
access the peripheral. Then, if the ID transported in the request
matches the ID stored in the module, the request is forwarded to
the actual peripheral. However, on an ID mismatch, the peripheral
wrapper transports the error code SLVERR to the issuer using the
RRESP or BRESP AXI4 signal. In addition to the AXI4 slave interface,
the peripheral wrappers also implement an AXI4-lite slave interface.
This interface is used by the SM to set or unset the identifier in the
ID field of the wrapper.
Interrupt. The peripheral wrapper also is responsible for routing
the interrupt line of the peripheral to the current peripheral owner.
To realize correct interrupt handling, the peripheral wrapper mod-
ules consists of one dedicated interrupt line for each participant
(REE and TEE). Based on the identifier of the current peripheral
owner, the interrupt either is routed to the TEE or the REE.
Software Support. To interact with the security monitor, we pro-
vide a Linux kernel module for the application processor. This ker-
nel module allows the user processes to claim, release, withdraw,
or query the status of a peripheral. Furthermore, the kernel module
also provides functionalities to configure the security monitor. To
handle interrupts from the security monitor withdraw mechanism,
each peripheral driver is extended with a dedicated cleanup inter-
rupt service routine. This ISR is responsible for clearing any secrets,
aborting communication channels with other parties, and releasing
the peripheral gracefully using the release mechanism.
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Figure 3: The HECTOR-V architecture.

For the TEE, we provide a small library. Similar to the kernel
module, this library provides basic functionalities to interact with
the security monitor
Physical Memory Protection. Isolating a peripheral by binding
it exclusively to one entity does not work for the shared, external
DDR3 memory. Therefore, the HECTOR-V architecture introduces
a memory protection unit (MPU) ○, which is placed directly be-
tween the memory controller and the AXI4 bus interface. The MPU
can be claimed like any other peripheral by the TEE or REE using
the security monitor and the dedicated AXI4-lite slave interface.
The party currently claiming the MPU is now able to divide the
physical memory into up to 16 regions. These regions can then be
either exclusively accessed by one entity or are shared among mul-
tiple entities. Each incoming AXI4 read or write access is checked
by the memory protection unit using the identifier transported
with the request. With this mechanism, a secure storage place for
the REE and each virtual core of the RVSCP is enabled and shared
communication channels between REE and TEE can be established.
Reset Unit. The reset unit Ê○ controls the reset lines of the appli-
cation and the secure processor. Similar to other peripherals, this
entity can be claimed by each participant in the system. The owner
of the device can release the reset lines and turn on or off the other
entity in the system.
Secure Storage. To securely store sensitive data, such as crypto-
graphic keys, biometric data, or user passwords, HECTOR-V intro-
duces a secure storage element ¤○. In contrast to other peripherals,
a predefined, immutable identifier consisting of the core ID and the
process ID is programmed into the ID field of the wrapper module
at design time. Therefore, only the entity with the corresponding
identifier can access the storage element. In the prototype, each of
the four virtual cores of RVSCP posses an own secure storage.

5.3 RVSCP
The RVSCP prototype implementation is based on the 32-bit RISC-V
REMUS core [47, 60] already offering the sponge-based CFI unit.
The REMUS core originally is based on the Ri5CY core [53], which
achieves similar performance as an ARM Cortex-M4 core. We fur-
ther extend the core with the RVSCP features and embed the pro-
cessor into the HECTOR-V architecture.
TEE Infrastructure. By using the AXI4 master interface 2○ con-
nected to the AXI4 crossbar 3○, the RVSCP is able to interact with
the peripherals, such as the UART or PS2 controller. Similar to the
main application processor, the secure processor implements an
AXI4-lite master interface B○ to configure and transmit peripheral
access requests to the security monitor.
Context Switch. The hardware scheduler unit is responsible for
performing secure context switches. For the RVSCP prototype, the
hardware scheduler maintains a list of four slots enabling four vir-
tual cores VC0 . . .VC3 on the RVSCP core. On a context switch, the
hardware scheduler saves the current SCFP state and the current
register file and loads the state, the decryption key, and the register
file for the next trustlet. To implement the replacement of the regis-
ter file, we added four additional register sets to our processor. Note
that the register file replacement could also be implemented by
storing and loading the content of the registers to memory, e.g., to a
secure storage element, to keep the area overhead of the processor
low.

To differentiate between the four trustlets executed on the RVSCP,
each of the four slots gets assigned an individual process identifier.
While the core ID is identical for all slots, the hardware scheduler
replaces the process ID directly in the AXI4 and AXI4-lite master
interface individually for each slot. By using the same core ID for
all four threads, a peripheral could be configured to be accessible
by all four trustlets.
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Figure 4: Access function for secure peripheral accesses.

Decryption Keys. To decrypt the encrypted instruction stream,
the SCFP unit needs to know the decryption key for the correspond-
ing trustlet. In the prototype implementation, the key is stored in
a dedicated control and status register of each virtual core, which
is only accessible from the respective core. To initially load the
key into the secure storage, our prototype trustlet consists of a
small, unencrypted boot code and the actual, encrypted code. The
unencrypted boot code can either generate the key, load the key
from the network, or directly from the binary. After storing the key
into the key register, the actual encrypted trustlet starts to execute.
Code Storage. Each of the virtual processor cores VC0 . . .VC3 run-
ning on the RVSCP processor executes code from an on-chip BRAM.
While VC1 . . .VC3 fetch code from a claimable BRAM �○, the first
virtual processor core fetches its code from a secure code storage
element ○ exclusively and permanently owned by VC0. To utilize
one of the virtual cores at RVSCP as an enclave, the issuer needs to
store the trustlet code on the BRAM of this core. Since the code of
the first virtual core is stored in a secure storage element ○, this
code cannot be changed by the REE or by the other virtual cores of
RVSCP at any point in time.
Control-Flow Integrity with Secure I/O. To implement the con-
cept of binding access to peripherals to a certain CFI state, each
AXI4 request leaving the RVSCP is annotated with the current CFI
state. The processor directly places a compressed form of the cur-
rent state into the 10-bit peripheral identifier field of the AXI4 user
signal. To only allow, e.g., write access to the secure element when
reaching a predefined state, the trustlet tunnels all write accesses
to this peripheral through the function write_se. Since decrypting
this function only works, when a certain state 𝑆𝑆𝐸 is reached, the
SCFP scheme automatically patches the state of the callee with the
patch value 𝑝𝑎 or 𝑝𝑏 . As seen in Figure 4, the patching mechanism
of SCFP ensures that, on each valid call of the access function, state
𝑆𝑆𝐸 is reached. By using this state as the peripheral identifier, access
to a specific peripheral only is granted when reaching state 𝑆𝑆𝐸
through the access function. Similar to the setup procedure of the
decryption keys, the boot code of the trustlet claims the peripheral
used in the code by sending the identifier consisting of the core
identifier (ID of RVSCP), the process identifier (ID of the virtual
processor), and the peripheral identifier (compressed CFI state 𝑆𝑆𝐸 )
to the security monitor. Now, access to secrets stored in the secure
storage element or other sensitive peripherals, like a fingerprint
reader, only is permitted when reaching a predefined CFI state. If
a trustlet does not need explicit protection of certain peripherals,
the peripheral identifier in the peripheral claiming request is set to
zero.

5.4 Area Overhead
To quantify the area overhead introduced by the additional RISC-V
core and the HECTOR-V features, we synthesized the lowRISC base
platform for a Xilinx Kintex-7 series FPGA. Since the HECTOR-V
architecture is generic, we synthesized the extended lowRISC plat-
form with the additional HECTOR-V features and a selection of dif-
ferent RISC-V cores used as TEE processor. Table 1 shows the total
hardware overhead of the HECTOR-V architecture consisting of ei-
ther the Ri5CY [53], the REMUS [47, 60], or the FRANKENSTEIN [48]
core used as secure TEE processor. The REMUS core, which is based
on the Ri5CY, implements a decryption unit to offer the Sponge-
Based Control-Flow Protection (SCFP) mechanism. FRANKENSTEIN,
which is an extended version of the REMUS core, is a 64-bit RISC-V
processor including the SCFP scheme and a pointer protection
scheme for secure memory accesses. While the Rocket Core used
in the lowRISC platform is capable of running Linux, the processor
core still is rather small compared to application processors from
vendors like Intel, ARM, and AMD. Therefore, when using a larger
processor in the HECTOR-V architecture, the relative overhead intro-
duced by the additional secure TEE processor is negligible. In Ta-
ble 2, we list area number for different components in the HECTOR-V
architecture using the RI5CY core as secure TEE processor.

6 USE CASES
This section proposes use cases for the secure TEE design consisting
of the HECTOR-V architecture and the RVSCP. More concretely, we
demonstrate how the TEE can be used to boot Linux on the main
application processor securely. After the secure boot use case, we
show how the RVSCP can be utilized to securely execute trustlets.
Note that these two scenarios are only a selection of many other
use cases that can be realized with HECTOR-V.

Table 1: Lookup table (LUT) overhead of the overall architec-
ture consisting of the HECTOR-V features and an additional
secure processor compared to the lowRISC base project.

Configuration Area
[LUTs]

Area Overhead
[%]

lowRISC base platform 55,443 -
HECTOR-V with RI5CY 63,648 14.8
HECTOR-V with REMUS 67,024 20.89
HECTOR-V with FRANKENSTEIN 68,746 23.99

Table 2: Number of lookup tables for different features of
the HECTOR-V architecture.

Component Area
[LUTs]

Area
[%]

Rocket Chip 33,341 52.38
RI5CY 5,780 9.08
Security Monitor 446 0.7
Peripheral Wrapper 43 0.07
AXI4 Crossbar 3,052 4.79
AXI4-lite Crossbar 93 0.14
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6.1 Secure Boot
On the unmodified lowRISC platform, a zero stage bootloader (ZSBL)
permanently stored in the on-chip BRAM first loads the Berke-
ley boot loader (BBL) from the external SD-card. Then, the ZSBL
hands over control to the BBL first stage bootloader (FSBL). The
BBL, which is linked against the Linux kernel, fetches the Linux
image and sets up the environment by configuring the hardware
threads (HARTS) and the memory. Finally, the Linux operating sys-
tem starts. However, loading the FSBL and the Linux image directly
from the SD-card to boot up the device is problematic in many ways.
An attacker with physical access to the device can boot arbitrary
code by simply modifying the unprotected boot files stored on the
SD-card. This attack methodology also can be used in an online
attack by overwriting the boot files. To only allow authenticated
software to boot, vendors frequently embed a secure boot mech-
anism into their systems. Here, a chain-of-trust is generated by
authenticating each boot file before executing it.

In our use case implementing secure boot using features of the
HECTOR-V architecture, the first virtual core VC0 of RVSCP is the
designated security monitor owner. At design time, the reset unit
of the system is configured to release the reset line of RVSCP and
keep the REE processor halted when applying power to the SoC.
Additionally, the security monitor owned by VC0 is unconfigured,
except for the reset unit which is claimed by the SM owner. When
applying power to the device, VC0 starts to execute the ZSBL stored
in the secure code storage ○. Since the secure code storage is
permanently and exclusively owned by VC0, the ZSBL is isolated
from the other parties and only VC0 can update this code using an
update mechanism. Due to these strong protection mechanisms,
the ZSBL stored in the secure code storage is the system root-
of-trust. The ZSBL code first claims the SD-card controller and
configures the memory protection unit of the DDR3 memory. Then,
the ZSBL fetches the BBL from the SD card and stores it to the
external memory. Before passing control to the BBL, the ZSBL
determines the hash value of the loaded BBL image. When this
hash value does not match the expected hash value stored in the
secure storage element ¤○ of VC0, the boot process is aborted. Again,
an update of the expected hash value only can be initiated by the
first virtual processor core of RVSCP because the secure storage
element exclusively is owned by this party and can not be claimed
by any other party at any point in time. If the verification of the
BBL was successful, the ZSBL releases the SD-card driver, gives the
main application processor access to the DDR3 memory region by
configuring the MPU, and triggers the reset unit to start the REE.
Now, the Rocket Core starts to execute the modified BBL from the
external memory. The modified BBL then requests access to the
SD-card controller, loads the Linux image from the SD-card, and
verifies the loaded image by comparing the computed hash value
with the expected hash value. Finally, if the verification process
succeeds, the Linux operating system starts and can claim the first
peripherals by sending requests to the security monitor. Since each
stage of the boot process now is cryptographically verified, the
system is in a genuine state. Now, the VC0 passes the SM owner
privilege to the main application processor (AP). This change is
initiated by sending the identifier of the AP to the SM using the
ownership transfer command. Although the REE is now in full

control of the system, e.g., is able to switch of the secure processor
using the reset unit, secrets stored in the secure storage ¤○ and the
secure code storage ○ are still protected from AP accesses.

6.2 Trustlets
In this use case, we utilize the virtual processor VC1 of RVSCP to
execute a trustlet. We compile the trustlet with a LLVM-based
toolchain supporting the SCFP scheme and encrypt the program
with the key 𝐾 . To interact with the outside and to store secrets,
the trustlet uses the embedded UART controller and the secure
storage element. The secure storage element is protected from
malicious accesses by tunneling all requests through a dedicated
access function and binding the access to it to the CFI state 𝑆𝑆𝐸 . We
define access to the UART controller as uncritical. Therefore the
interaction with this controller is unprotected.

First, the application processor switches off the RVSCP by utiliz-
ing the reset unit. Then, the processor claims a claimable BRAM �○
and stores the code, consisting of an unencrypted small boot code
and the encrypted trustlet, to this storage. After the code is saved,
the AP sets VC1 as owner of the code storage in the security monitor.
Furthermore, the MPU is configured to provide a memory region
owned by the trustlet to use as RAM and a shared memory region
to establish a communication channel between REE and the trustlet.
Finally, the RVSCP is started by releasing the reset line of the secure
processor and code gets executed. To initialize key 𝐾 and state
𝑆𝑆𝐸 , the boot code of the trustlet writes the decryption key into
the key register of 𝑉𝐶1 and claims the secure key storage element
by setting the compressed state 𝑆𝑆𝐸 into the peripheral identifier
field. Now, control is passed to the SCFP protected trustlet code
and the decryption stage of the processor decrypts the code using
the key. To access the UART controller, the trustlet needs to claim
the controller by sending a claim request to the SM. The secure
storage element is accessed by using the dedicated access function.
By setting the compressed state directly into the peripheral ID field
of each AXI4 request leaving the processor, access to the secure
storage element only is permitted when reaching the predefined
state 𝑆𝑆𝐸 . The communication channel established using the shared,
external memory allows the REE and trustlet to exchange informa-
tion. When the designated SM owner, the AP, withdraws access to
the UART controller, the claimable BRAM, or the shared memory
region, the trustlet is notified using an interrupt. This interrupt is
handled by the ISR implemented on the trustlet. The ISR clears all
secrets, aborts communication with the UART controller, gracefully
releases the peripheral, and enters a predefined IDLE state.

6.3 Security Discussion
For the security analysis of our heterogeneous architecture offering
a secure environment, we consider three attacker models.
Exploitable Trustlet. The first attack model considers a trustlet
containing a bug exploitable by an adversary. Similar to recent
attacks [10, 11], the bug, e.g., a buffer overflow, could be exploited
over the communication API between REE and TEE. RVSCP protects
against this attacker model by offering a CFI unit mitigating against
control-flow hijacking attacks on forward- and backward-edges.
Furthermore, RVSCP limits the impact of a data-oriented attack by
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restricting access to sensitive peripherals by combining the CFI
unit with the secure I/O concept.
Malicious Trustlet The second attacker model considers a trust-
let containing explicit code to attack the architecture directly. To
prevent an adversary from performing aDOS attack by permanently
claiming all peripherals, HECTOR-V offers a withdraw mechanism.
Since the core, process, and peripheral ID are managed by the hard-
ware, a malicious trustlet can not change these IDs in software
to gain unauthorized access to peripherals. While the heteroge-
neous architecture prevents an attacker from performing cache
and transient-based attacks between REE and TEE, RVSCP needs
additional countermeasures, such as flushing the microarchitec-
tural state [64] on a context switch, to also protect against cache
attacks. Due to the simplicity and openness of RVSCP, transient-
based attacks can not be performed by an adversary. RVSCP protects
trustlets within the processor from each other by using a hardware
mechanism to perform context switches, use different encryption
keys, and use a separate code storage and RAM region for each
trustlet.
Malicious Security Monitor Owner. This attacker model con-
siders a malicious SM owner targeting the other entities. The con-
cept of setting the ID immutable into the ID field of critical elements
prevents the SM owner from accessing secrets, such as keys, hash
values, or the secure boot code. In HECTOR-V, withdrawing access
to specific peripherals can only be initiated by using the dedicated
withdrawing command. Since the withdrawing mechanism notifies
the current owner of the peripheral about the incoming withdraw
procedure, sensitive data can be first cleared. To prevent the SM
owner to switch off a different entity in the system and then access
secrets stored in the peripherals, the reset unit could, similar to the
withdrawing mechanism, notify the entity about the incoming reset.
Except for resetting participants and withdrawing peripherals, the
execution of trustlets can not be interrupted by the SM owner.

7 RELATEDWORK
Concurrent developed with the HECTOR-V architecture, SiFive re-
cently introduced WorldGuard [62]. In WorldGuard, each core gets
assigned a world ID and each process on the core can be anno-
tated with a process ID. Similar to HECTOR-V, the ID is transported
using the interconnect and requests from participants are filtered
by peripherals, the memory, and the caches. However, both archi-
tectures differ in various design choices. First, HECTOR-V uses a
hardware-based security monitor which only can be configured by
one party. In contrast to WorldGuard, the security monitor own-
ership can be dynamically transferred to other parties allowing
flexible use cases. Additionally, the security monitor allows each
participant in HECTOR-V to request access to certain peripherals
and request access to already claimed peripherals using a withdraw
request. We further propose a concrete secure processor design uti-
lizing features of the heterogeneous architecture to create a trusted
execution environment. Moreover, we comprehensively describe
the hardware-software interaction and demonstrate features of
HECTOR-V by introducing several use case scenarios.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed HECTOR-V, a secure TEE design strategy
using a heterogeneous CPU architecture. Our design establishes
secure paths between peripherals and the cores by tagging each
party with an identifier. The peripherals enforce access permissions
by checking the identifier, which is transported along with each
bus request. To configure these access permissions, we integrate
a hardware-based security monitor into the architecture. The se-
curity monitor, which exclusively can set permissions, is owned
by a configuration party. By allowing to transfer this ownership to
other parties, HECTOR-V allows flexible permission management. In
contrast to similar design approaches, we provide a notifier-based
mechanism to withdraw access to certain peripherals securely. We
further introduce RVSCP, a security-hardened CPU design tailored
for our architecture. RVSCP combines a fine-granular control-flow
integrity scheme with the secure I/O concept of HECTOR-V to re-
strict access to assets. To complete our TEE design, we introduce
secure data and code storage elements, a reset unit, and a memory
protection unit. We examine the features of our architecture in a
secure boot and enclave scenario.
Future Work. To offer a feature commonly used by TEEs, our
platform can be extended with a remote attestation mechanism.
This feature could be integrated into RVSCP by utilizing the SCFP
scheme [59]. Furthermore, the security monitor can be extended to
also support fine-granular access permissions, such as read or write
only. Additionally, as already discussed in Section 6.3, RVSCP needs
to be extended to mitigate against cache-based attacks by either
flushing the cache or integrating ID checks in the cache. Although
the identifier-based system guarantees that peripherals only can be
accessed by certain parties, communication with external devices
attached are not authenticated. The HECTOR-V architecture may be
extended with a mechanism to authenticate externally attached
devices to ensure that, e.g., the TEE only is communicating with
trusted devices.
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